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Goal: Controllable Text Generation with Latent Templates
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• Use templates  to control the structure of sentence   
• Infer  with linear-chain CRF 
• Efficiently train  with reparameterized MC grad
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Monte Carlo Gradient Estimation

= 𝔼qϕ(z|x)[log p(x |z) ⋅ ∇ϕlog q(z |x)]
Reward Score

= 𝔼g(ϵ)[∇ϕlog p(x |z(ϵ, ϕ))]
Reparameterization

= 𝔼g(ϵ)[∇zlog p(x |z) ∇ϕ z̃(ϵ, ϕ)]⦿
Continuous 
Relaxation

∇ϕ𝔼qϕ(z|x)[log p(x |z)] # Goal of MC grad. 

# High var. hard to train 

# Lower var. more stable training 

# How to?   
Large recent ML/ NLP trend 
Quite challenging from many aspects



Gumbel-CRF Reparameterization

z̃t =

̂zt ∼ p(zt | ̂zt+1)

(p(zt | ̂zt+1))Gumbel-Softmax ̂zt = (z̃t)Argmax

• Apply Gumbel to each FFBS step to get soft sample    
• Use Argmax to recover hard sample 
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Gumbel-CRF

- Conventional FFBS: each sample step (Alg. 1, line 3, 6) in FFBS is a 
categorical sample  

- Gumbel-CRF: relax each categorical sample step w. Gumbel-Softmax 
(Alg. 2, line 4, 8) 

- Recover exact hard sample: same as Gumbel-Max (Alg. 2, line 5, 9) 
- Stepwise gradient: backprop. through each  v.s. seq level grad. in 

REINFORCE
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Stepwise Gradients w. Gumbel-CRF

∇z̃1

REINFORCE gives seq level grad
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Gumbel-CRF induces stepwise grad



Alternative: REINFORCE

Gradient of REINFORCE: 
 

Gradient of Gumbel-CRF: 

∇ϕ𝔼qϕ(z|x)[log p(x, z)] = 𝔼qϕ(z|x)[log p(x, z)∇ϕlog qϕ(z |x)]

∇ϕ𝔼qϕ(z|x)[log p(x, z)] = 𝔼qϕ(z|x)[Σi ∇z̃i
log p(x, z) ∇ϕ z̃i]⦿

More estimators and 
detailed comparison in 
Appendix



VAE w. Gumbel-CRF
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• Generative model autoregressive w.r.t. x and z (Li and Rush 2020) 
• Inference model relaxed w. Gumbel-CRF 



As a reparam.ed grad. estimator: density estimation

- Gumbel-CRF ST version achieves best NLL and PPL w. less sample than 
baseline REINFORCE. 

- Less variance than REINFORCE, 
more stable training 



As a structured inference network: paraphrasing and data-to-text

- Our model trained w. Gumbel-CRF performs similar to or better than 
REINFORCE 

- Either way our model outperforms baselines



Practical Benefits and Controllable Generation



Template Interpretability



Conclusion

Learning latent templates for controllable text generation w. Gumbel-CRFs 

Faster, more stable training than REINFORCE w. better density estimation 

Models trained w. Gumbel-CRF perform similar to or better than same 
model trained w. REINFORCE w.r.t. end performance, interpretability and 
controllability  

Applicable to models involving middle-layer CRFs, anther interesting 
direction would be joint entity recognition and relation classification  



Thanks! 

Code: https://github.com/FranxYao/Gumbel-CRF

https://github.com/FranxYao/Gumbel-CRF

